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You Are What You Tweet: A Content‐Based Approach for
Twitter User Identity Classification
Introduction
• An identity is a characterization of the role an individual takes on. It is often described as the social context specific personality of an individual actor or a group of
people. Identities can be things like jobs (e.g. ``lawyer'', ``teacher''), gender (man, woman), or a distinguishing characteristic (e.g. ``a shy boy'', ``a kind man’’). There
are many different kinds of actors using social media, e.g., people, organizations, and bots. Each type of actors has different motivations, different resources at their
disposal, and may be under different internal policies. If we want to understand who is controlling the conversation and whom is being impacted, it is important to
know what types of actors are doing what.
• In this paper, our goal is to classify Twitter users based on their identities. We first collect a coarse‐grained public figure dataset automatically, then manually label a
more fine‐grained identity dataset. We propose a hierarchical self‐attention neural network for Twitter user identity classification. Our experiments demonstrate
that the proposed model significantly outperforms multiple baselines.

Method
• Our model first maps each word into a
low dimension word embedding space,
then it uses a Bidirectional LSTM neural
network to extract context specific
semantic representations for words. Using
several layers of multi‐head attention
neural networks, it generates a final
classification feature vector.

Datasets
• The first is a public figure dataset. We use Twitter's verification as
a proxy for public figures. These verified accounts include users in
music, government, sports, business, and etc. We sampled 156746
verified accounts and 376371 unverified accounts through
Twitter's sample stream data.
• In addition, we introduce another human labeled identity dataset
for more fine‐grained identity classification, which contains seven
identity classes: ``news media'', ``news reporter'', ``government
official'', ``celebrity'', ``company'', ``sport'', and ``normal people''.
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Conclusion
We introduce two datasets for online user identity classification. One is automatically extracted from Twitter, the other is a manually labelled dataset. We present a novel
content‐based method for classifying social media users into a set of identities (social roles) on Twitter. Our experiments on two datasets show that our model significantly
outperforms multiple baseline approaches. Using one personal description and up to twenty tweets for each user, we can identify public figures with accuracy 94.21% and
classify more fine‐grained identities with accuracy 89.5%.
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